Eagle Creek Lands Photographer Andy Mann
Filmmaker, Photographer, Adventurer Chooses Eagle Creek When Trekking the Planet

San Diego, CA (May 31, 2018) – Eagle Creek is excited to partner with legendary photographer Andy Mann,
exposing Eagle Creek audiences to some of the most beautiful places on earth through his extraordinary
viewpoint and access.
“Andy’s work is the essence of adventure and travel,” said Monica Rigali, Director of Marketing at Eagle
Creek. “His enviable spirit of adventure, conservation work and exploration is contagious through his
photography, and perfectly aligns with Eagle Creek’s mission of encouraging people to get outside more and to
experience the transformation of travel.”
For over a decade, Mann been a forerunner in the world of adventure film and conservation photography with
remarkably memorable and award-winning imagery. His work has been featured in National Geographic
magazine and on its globally recognized social channels.
Currently, Mann is starring in Eagle Creek’s National Geographic Guide Series short films. The 3-part video
series features Mann’s underwater shark photography while supporting the launch of the new travel gear
collaboration between Eagle Creek and National Geographic. The films can be viewed on
www.eaglecreek.com/national-geographic and will be served extensively on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube
throughout the summer of 2018.
Eagle Creek and Mann will be working together to expose their combined audiences to imagery and videos
celebrating the wonders of travel, conservation and exploration.
ABOUT EAGLE CREEK
Eagle Creek is the original inspirator of getting outside – outside the familiar and well-worn paths. We take journeys that
go beyond our comfort zone and lead us toward new levels of understanding, growth and connection. We exist to serve all
generations of travelers, backpackers, jet-setters, and weekend nomads looking for something deeper, something greater.
This insight informs the products we make, the places we touch, and the people we meet to unlock new perspectives in
our shared explorations of life. Eagle Creek. Find your unknown.
ABOUT ANDY MANN
For over a decade, Andy Mann’s work has been helping to tell the story of our rapidly changing planet, focusing heavily
on ocean conservation and water issues on all seven continents for National Geographic magazine and National
Geographic’s Pristine Seas, Sea Legacy, Wildlife Conservation Society, and more. Andymann.com
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